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THE DRAG OF TWO STREAMLINE BODIES AS AFFECTED

BY PROTUBERANCES AND APPENDAGES

By IRA H. ABBOT-T

SUMMARY

Two athhip modek. were tested in the N. A. C. A.
cariable-dmztitywind tunnel to cktermine the drag GO-
eficientg ai zzropdch, and the efect of jin.s and cars and
oj $a-t and streamlim protuberance located at wzriow
positimw cdong the hwil. During the imestigaiiun the
stern of one mookl w rounded 0$ to produce a blunter
dupe. Z7w exh=enu range of th Reyn&is Numbw
based on the oreridl length of the mook+%was jrom
1,300,000 to 3$,000,000.

At lizrgevalues oj th Reynolds Number the atreandine
protuberance a~eded the drag very little, and t?w addi-
tional drag caused bIIthe@t protuberance w less thun
tlw cakxdated drq oj the protuberance alone. The jim
and cars together inoreawd the bare-1ml.1drag aboui 2!0
per cent.

INTRODUCTION

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
is conducting in the variabledensity wind tunnel an
extensive investigation of aerodynamic interference.
The investigation deals in part with the effects of pro-
tuberances from the surfaces of otherwise streamline
bodies. Teata have been made (reference 1) to study
the effects on the characteristiea of wings and airfoil
sections of protubwmces from the surface of an airfoil.
The part of the investigation dealt within this report
is the study of the interference of protuberance from
the surfacea of stremdine bodies of revolution.

The desirability of making such interference tests in
the variable-density wind tunnel where large values of
the Reynolds Number may be obtained is apparent
from consideration of the boundary-layer theory.
(Reference 2.) If wind-tunnel tests of airship models
are made in the usual range of relatively small Rey-
nolds Numbers where neither the laroinw nor the
turbulent condition of the boundary layer is predom-
inant, the type of flow existing in the boundary layer
over a large portion of the surface is dependent upon
the turbulence of the air stream. The drag coeffi-
cients thus obtained have no-simplerelation to the f@.l-
scale coefficients; in fact, those obtained for the same
model at the same Reynolds Number but in different
wind tunnels vary greatly. (References 2 to 6.) If a

protuberance is attached to a model’ tested in this
&nge of Reynolds Numbem, the additional turbulence
created by the protuberance may cause the line of tran-
sition between the laminar and turbulent boundary
layers to move upstream with a resulting inoresse in
the drag coefficient. The nature of the interference
between the body and the protubemmce in this case .
is obviously diilerent than that which occurs when the
bound~ layer is ahnost completely turbulent. The
data obtained at large values of the Reynolds Number
in this investigation are accordingly expected to be
more applicable than those previously obtained at
small values of the Reynolds Number to the solution
of design problems, such as the determination of the
drag of fittings, radiators, water-recovery apparatus,
and other objects projecting from fuselages and airship
hulls.

A study of the effects of protuberances was planned
to be made during a previous investigation of the aero-
dynamic characteristics of airshipniodela. @ference
4.) The drag of the models, however, was found to
vary with the surface roughness which, with the wooden
models used in the investigation, could not be main-
tained constant under the conditions of temperate
and pressure in the variable-density wind tunnel.

h attempt to measure the relatively small differe-
nces in drag due to protubermces was accordingly
considered inadvisable. To obviate the d.iflicul~ the
Goodyem-Zeppelin Corporation furnished a simplified
metal model of the U. S. airship Akron. The tests on
this model were delayed by extensive alterations of the
variabledensity wind tunnel. Meanwhile the U. S.
Army Air Corps requested ‘tests of a model of, a pro-
posed metal-dad airship. The two models were tested
in January, 1931. The drag coefficients at zero pitch,
and the additional drag due to flat and streamline
protuberances, and to iins and cars were determined.
The extreme range of Reynolds Numbers obtained iu
these test9 vm.sfrom about 1,300,000 to 33,000,000.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

The two airship models of aluminum alloy used in
this investigation are designated models A and M,
respectively.
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Model A was a simpl.itiedmodel of the U. S. airship.
Akron with circular cross sections. The length of this
model was 37.39 inches and the iineness ratio was 5.9.
The meastied ordinates are given in Table I. The
surface of this model was very smooth. No b and
cars were furnished. During the investigation the
stern of this model was altered to n blunter shape, the

During the course of the investigation the surface of
this model was polished for a distance of 6 inches nft
of the bow, and later was polished all over. This
model was equipped with one control and four motor
cars, and with two sets of tail surfaces, one set having
six and the other eight fins. The arrangements of the
fins and cars are shown in Figures 2a and 2b.

o~”----
Ty~L;_.i-ewIhe protie-me Ioco!ed

4
‘T icul ffof protukrmce Ibcated

a02per CefIf ofkngfh off of bow Y4 .6per ca+ of length off of bow

FIGuaEL-CmtIhES Of model A with c@ml and altered sbrm show@ typical fiat end sk?.mhe protTMmI103

ordinates of which are given in Table I. Figure 1 is
an outliie drawing of the model showing the two sterns-

Model A was tested with a flat-plate protubersmce
having a width of 11.8 per cent and extending 3.9 per
cent of the maximum diameter of the model from the
ymface. This protuberance was successively attached
to the model perpendicular to the surface at 8.02, 17.4,
30.7,43.6 (near maximum ordinate), 63.5, and 82.2 per
cent of the length of the model aft of the bow. Further
tests were made with the flat protuberance faired to

~4=44”

The tests were made in the variable-density wind
tunnel, which is described in reference 7. The mount-
ing of the model on the auxiliary drag balance was
similar to that described in reference 3, except that
four partly shielded round wires were used to support
the model instead of three streamline wires, and that
a 45° linkage was used instead of a bell crank to trans-
mit the force of a counterweight. Figure 3 is a photo-
graph of model M mounted in the tunnel. The dis-
tances from the downstream edge of the entrance

w
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Fmuum2aandb.-fhtlhe ofmxld M showing m-angoment of f.imendcms(a) 8 flnn (%) 6 llne

form a streamline protubemmce located successively at
8.02, 30.7, and 63.5 per cent of the length aft of the
bow. The outlines of the protuberances in typical
positions on the hull are shown in Figure 1.

Model M was a model of a proposed metal-clad air-
ship. The length of this model was 45.44 inches aqd
the i?meneasratio was 4.5. The ordinates are given in
Table II. This model had a machined surface showing
very small circumferential tool or fhkhing marks.

Q
cone to the bows of models A and M when mounted
for tests were 12 and 10 inches, respectively.

The results were corrected for the drag of the support
wires, the effect of the static pressure gradient along
@ axis of the tunnel, and the effect of the tunnel walls.
The wire drag was computed (reference 8), and wns
checked by testing model A successively with two
sizes of wires. The interference between the rear
support wires and the fins of model M was found to be
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negligible by testing this model with the rear support
wires in two positions. The static pressure gradients
were measured at all tank pressures (reference 7) for
the determination of the horizontal. buoyancy correc-
tion, which was computed for each pressure by a pre-
ccaa of graphical integration As this correction
showed small inconsistent variations with tank pres-
sure, an average correction was used for all pressures.
The tunnel-wall correction was computed from the
formulaa given in reference 9.

Fxatnm 3.—Pho@reph of mtiol M with fme end cars meonted

for test In the varlehltienslty wind tmmd

PRECISION

The variation in cheek points indicates the acciden-
tal error of the gross force measurements to be about
+ 1 per cent of the net bare-hull drag. The error of
the balance calibration may be as large as + 2 per cent
at the small Reynolds Numbers and + 1 per cent at
the large ones.

The drag coefficients of model A as detefied from
successive tests with support wires 0.0155 and 0.0240
inch in diameter were the same within the accuracy of
the teats. The precision of the tare-drag correction is
accordingly believed ta be within + 3 per cent of the
net bare-hull drag. No reliable estimate of the error
in the horizontal buoyancy correction can be made,
but the result of this error is believed to be small
because this correction was only about 5 and 10 per
cent, respectively, of the net bare-hull drags of models
A and M. The tunnel-wall correction was very small
and the error in, this correction is believed to be
negligible.

Disregarding the error in the horizontal buoyancy
correction, the possible error in the results is + 6 per
cent. As the irtaixxracies of corrections do not affect
the precision of the values obtained for the additional
draga of protuberances and appendages, these values

are believed to be precise to about + 1 per cent of the
net bare-hull drags.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

‘The results are presented in the form of drag coe5-
n

cients which are defined as CD= Ug(vol.)1 and are

.-
Reynolds l.b?b~,

breed m the over-all length of the model

FIGURE 4.-Dreg QM03cIanta of modef A

T&ed in the N. “A. C. A. wutebkkmlty wind tunnel. Velmne-O.477 cu. ft.

wOL) ‘=0.&T3w k Tmngth-3723 in. Bap3 holltiti ~~~d ~~~

Drag omffiotent end Reynelds Nomber ef altered modef W on or@nrd volome

and Iewtb. Results wrwted fer wha (ha& hwlznntaf hmyenoy, and tmmd-

wall eff~

plotted as functions of Reynolds Number. The
Reynolds Numbers are based on the lengths of the
models.

Bare-hull drags.-The bare-hull drags of modek A
and M are presented in Figures 4 and 5. The figures
show that the curves of drag coefficients are nearly
straight lines when plotted on logarithmic scal~~

Reyno,Ws Wnber.
hosed m fhe over–all Iengfh of the model

FmuEE S.-Drag cmffldonts of modal M

Tmt&d fnthe N. A O. A. verfahledemlty wind tnnneL Bare hti Vohune-

L291 OIL ft. (VOI.)M1-LW3 Q. ft. L8n@h-4S.44 tn. 811P@ wfres-O.0740 h. dfa

Results c=mrwted for wfre drag, horizontal bcmyanoy, end tmmel-wdl effwL

against the Reynolds Number. It will be seen from
Figure 5 that the drag coefficient of model M is the
same, within the accuracy of the tests, at a given value
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of the Reynolds Number irrespective of the combina-
tion of air speed and density used to give that Rey-
nolds Number. A comparison of the results obtained
for model A with those obtained for different models
of the same airship in diiferent tunnels is given in
reference 10.

.,
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8 IOXIOG 20 30
Reynolds Mumb-,

hosed on the over-all length of the model

FIGURE 6.—The !ncrewa ofdmg cmflldent ofmaiel Ammltjngfmma flnt pmtnber-

anm ICnntd In various positions along the hull

Effect of blunt stern.—The drag coefficients of model
A with the altered stern, which -ivQsconsiderably
blunter than the original one (fig. 1), are presented in
Figure 4. At the highest values of the Reynolds Num-
ber the drag is about 5 per cent higher with the altered
stern than with the origimd one. It will be noticed
that the rate of decrease of the drag coefficient with
increming values of the Reynolds Number is less for
the model with the altered stern than for the original
model.

Effeat of flat protuberances.-The additional drag
coefficients due to a flat protuberance located at vaxi-
ous positions along the h@ of model A are plotted
against the Reynolds Number in Figure’ 6. At the
highest values of the Reynolds Number the additional
drag due to the protubersmce in any position is less
than the drag of the protubersme alone as calculated
from flat-plate data. (Reference 11.) This fact indi-
cates that at large valuea of the Reynolds Number any
incrense of drag resulting from the effect of the pro-
tuberance on the flow over the hull need not be con-
sidered.

Figure 6 shows a fairly corwistent decrease in the
additional drag due to the protuberance as its position
varies horn bow to sterm This variation is in the direc-
tion that would be expected, since the protuberance
when located near the stern may be in a region of lower
veloci~ than when located near the bow-. It is inter-
esting to note how well this effect can be predicted
from boundq-layer and prewm+distribution data.

The apparimt drag coefficients of the protuberance as
located in the various positions have been calculated
using the measured additional drags due to the pro-
tuberance, and the average dynamic pressures of the
air streams in which the protuberance was placed,
These average dynamic pressures were determined
graphically from pressure-distribution and boundary-
layer data obtained at a Reynolds Number of 18,000,-
000. (Reference 12.) The calculated drag coefficients
of the protuberance are tabulated in Table ID. As
expected, these calculated coe%cients show less varia-
tion with the position of the protuberance than the
measured additional drags. The calculated drag
coefficients of the protuberance are much lower than
the usual flat-plab coefficients (reference 11), indicctt-
ing the presence of favorable additional interference
that was not considered in the above calculations,
The values of the calculated drag coefficients of the
protuberance apply directly only to flat-plate pro-
tuberances in contact with the hull, and may be con-
rnderably diilimmt from coefficients similarly obtained
for flat plates near, but not in contact with, the hull.

Effeot of streamline protuberances,-The additional
drag coefficients due to streamline protuberances me
plotted against the Reynold Number in Figure 7 for
three positions along the hull of model A. It will be
noted that the additional drag due to these protuber-
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FIOUBE 7.—The incrm.w of dm.g mJlk&mtofmodel A mmMng from a stroamlioe

pmtubararum Icwatad In various ws[tione along the hull

antes is very small at the high values of the Reynolds
Ninnber.

Effeot of fins and oars,-The additional drag coef-
ficient for each group of fins and of fins and cars on
model M are plotted against the Reynolds Number in
Figure 8. The increaae of drag coefficients due to the
six and eight flu groups is about 8 and 11 per cent,
respectively, of the bare-hull drag. The low drag of
the six-fin group was originally thought to be due to
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interference between the fins and the rear support
wires, which were located nearly in the planes of two
of the h. The tests were therefore repe%ed with the
rear support wires moved, but the results checked those
previously obtained.

No data are available to permit the computation of
the average dynamic pressure of the flow over the fins;
therefore the drag coefficients of the fins have been
computed using the measured additional drag due to
them, the dynamic pressure of the stream with no
model present, and the fin areas. These drag coeffi-
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FIOURF. 8.—The Inm?ase of drag coeftldent of mmiol M rmultlng from fins and cam

cients were found to be 0.0073 and 0.0088 for the six
and eight fin groups, respectively, at the highest value
of the Reynolds Number obtained. These valuea are
approximately the same as the minimum drag coeili-
cients of thin symmetrical airfoils. (Reference 13.)
The k sections, however, were not of good streadine
form, and hence it is probable that there was a favor-
able interference effect.

The additional drag due to the cars with either set
of fins at the highest valuca of the Reynolds Number
was equal to about 10 per cent of the bare-hull drag.
The drag coefficient of the cars based on the sum of
their maximum cross-sectional areas and the dynamic
prcasure of the air stream with no model present haa
been computed from the measured additional drag
due to the cars. This drag”coefficient was about 0.12
at the largest values of the Reynolds Number obtained
which were about 1,200,000 and 5,600,000 for the
motor and control cars, respectively. This drag coeffi-
cient is about 50 per cent larger than that for good
streamline bodies at the same Reynolds Numbers.
(Reference 4.) Part of this difference may be due to
interference between the hull and cars, but it is prob-
able that the relatively poor streamline forms of the

cars as compared with the airship models of reference
4 accounts for most of the difference. It will be noted
that there is an apparent error in the test at the lowest
value of the Reynolds Number (fig. 8), because the
results of this teat show an appreciable difference in
the additional drag due to the cars with the different
sets of fins.

Effect of surfaoe roughness.-!l%e drag coefficients
obtained for model M with its original surface, with
the surface polished for a distance of 6 inches aft of the
bow, and with the surface polished all over are plotted
in I?igure 6. The drag coeilicients agree within the
accuracy of the tests. The previous tests which
showed large effects of surface roughness on the drag
coefficient were made with models whose surfaces were
much rougher than those of the present tests. (Refer-
@l@ 4.)

CONCLUSIONS

The results reported in this paper are significant in
showing that the addition to a streamline body of
revolution of flat and streamline protubemmces of the
size tested does not result in adverse interference
effects at large values of the Reynolds Number.
Accordingly, no large adverse interference effects
would be expected to result from variations of the
shape of the protuberance. It is probable, however,
that the removal of the protuberance horn the hull to
form a body or plate separated from the hull by a
small gap would modify the interference to an appre-
ciable extent.

LANGLEY MmIORLAL AERONAUTICAL LABOEATOEY,

NATIONn ADV-ISOEY CoamrrmrEIn FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA.; September26, 19M!.
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TABLE I

MEASURED ORDINATES OF MODEL A
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TABLE II

MEASURED ORDINATES OF MODEL M
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TABLE III

DRAG COEFFICIENTS OF FLAT PROTUBERANCES
ON MODEL A

+~+S

Where q.k the average 100aldynamic prwaure and S ie the mea
of the protuberance

Reynolds Number of model A baaed on the over-all~length of
the mode~ 18,000,000
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